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Abstract. A diverse suite of erosional features along the shoreline of Lehtma (Hiiumaa Island, Estonia) is used 
to assess their morphodynamic context and preservation potential. The Holocene strandplain along the east-
facing (leeward) shoreline has experienced rapid retreat due to the anthropogenically induced sediment deficit. 
The study site is located just updrift of the erosional-depositional fulcrum segment, with southerly longshore 
transport resulting in the accumulation of eroded sand along a drift-aligned spit. The most prominent erosional 
indicators are mature pine trees in different stages of undercutting, toppling, fragmentation, and burial. Mor-
phological features include scarps in paleo-beach/dune ridges (height: > 1 m), as well as modern berm scarps. 
Mineralogical indicators are exemplified by heavy-mineral concentrations (HMCs) of variable thickness (some 
> 2 cm) and concentration. Representative samples show a substantial increase in bulk low-field magnetic sus-
ceptibility ranging from < 10 µSI common to the nearby Holocene coastal lithosomes to > 8,000 µSI in second-
cycle HMCs within berm enrichment zones. A conceptual morphosedimentary model describing the recent 
and current state of the system, as well as the preservation potential of specific structures and recognition in 
geological research (e.g., georadar signatures of buried trees and HMCs) is proposed. The approach presented 
in this study can be used to assess the distribution and preservation potential of erosional indicators along the 
Baltic Sea coast and mineralogically heterogeneous, forested sandy shorelines worldwide.
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INTRODUCTION

In many parts of the world, the coastal strand-
plains that experienced a net seaward accretion (pro-
gradation) during the Holocene, may enter a phase 
of erosion due to sediment deficit of variable origins. 
Such systems present a unique opportunity to investi-
gate morphosedimentary signatures of hydroclimatic 
events (e.g., intense storms), /due to the juxtaposition 
of /by juxtaposing/ relict and recent landforms.

The coastline of Estonia, especially along its 
northern margin, represents ideal field sites for such 
a study due to the combination of: 1) the function-
ally non-tidal basin; 2) the recent isostatic uplift, and 
3) the abundant sediment supply resulting in pro-
graded strandplains of various orientations (Orviku 
et al. 2003; Kont et al. 2007; Tõnisson et al. 2011; 
Rosentau et al. 2013; Muru et al. 2018; Tõnisson 
et al. 2018; Suursaar et al. 2019, 2022; Rosentau et 
al. 2020; Soomere et al. 2020). The latter contain 
a rich archive of erosional signatures due to the net 
accretionary mode facilitated by uplift, which is of-
ten termed “forced regression”. Whereas the term 
“regression” (as a noun) is better termed “prograda-
tion” (Buynevich, FitzGerald 2001; Tamura 2012), 
a regressive sequence of coastal ridges (upper berm/
foredune) and intervening swales (berm/beachface) 
overlies marine deposits, which are often dominated 
by sand due to the paraglacial setting of this region.

Among the differently oriented strandplains in the 

northern Baltic Sea region, those sheltered from dom-
inant and prevailing westerly winds are characterized 
by selective preservation of signatures of the most in-
tense storms and minimal aeolian reactivation (e.g., 
reworking of paleo-ridge sand into parabolic dunes). 
The east-facing shoreline of Tahkuna peninsula (Hi-
iumaa Island) is one of such sites (Fig. 1). The recent 
anthropogenic activity (construction of harbor struc-
tures) has resulted in the several decades lasting rapid 
erosion along the margin of a/the Holocene strand-
plain (Anderson et al. 2012). The aims of this study 
are to assess the characteristics of erosional indicators 
and propose a conceptual morphosedimentary model 
of their formation, as well as preservation and recog-
nition potential.

STUDY SITE

The Lehtma study site is located in the northern 
part of Hiiumaa Island, along the eastern coast of 
Tahkuna Peninsula (Fig. 1). With some of the high-
est historic uplift rates in Estonia that outpaced the 
Holocene eustatic sea-level rise (> 3 mm/yr; Vas-
siljev et al. 2015; Suursaar, Kall 2018; Vestøl et al. 
2019; Rosentau et al. 2021), abundant sediment sup-
ply from marine and glacial depocenters has resulted 
in several large prograding strandplains (Fig. 1B). 
Along this leeward side of the island, significant wave 
heights typically range between 0.3–0.6 m (Suursaar 
2013) but substantial storm impact still reaches this 

Fig. 1 Location of the study area: A) Hiiumaa Island, Estonia. B) Study site along the southern part of the Lehtma strand-
plain (HJ – harbor jetty; S – spit; image: 2019 GoogleEarthTM). Inset – a wind rose showing a relatively low incidence of 
easterly winds along the Hiiumaa shoreline, with Tahkuna peninsula sheltering the site from the westerly wind and wave 
approach (source: Meteoblue)
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part of the coast, although not as high in magnitude as 
northerly and westerly exposed margins of the Esto-
nian archipelago and the mainland (Jaagus 2006; Su-
ursaar, Kullas 2006; Orviku et al. 2009; Tõnisson et 
al. 2013). Changes in sea-ice cover produce seasonal 
and longer-term variations in incident wave impact, 
with land-fast ice acting as an agent of stabilization 
(freezing), transport, and erosion of sand (Jevrejeva 
et al. 2004; Sooäär, Jaagus 2007; Kont et al. 2011; 
Tõnisson et al. 2011; Jaagus, Suursaar 2013).

The Lehtma strandplain is an east-facing, slight-
ly arcuate (swash-aligned) beach/dune ridge plain 
stretching for 3.5 km between the Lehtma Harbor 
in the north and the Tõrvanina Campground in the 
south. The prograded section consists of 2–3-m-high 
ridges and intervening swales, with isolated 5–10-
m-high segments (Fig. 2). Vast tracts of Scots pine 
(Pinus sylvestris) and mountain pine (P. mugo) were 
planted in the 20th century to stabilize coastal sands 
(Anderson et al. 2012).

In recent decades, a sand deficit was caused along 
the Lehtma strandplain by the construction of the 
harbor jetty (quay) during 1960–80s, which hinders 
southerly longshore sediment and produces a zone 
of bypassing and retreat. Decadal mean rates of  
2–3 m/yr have resulted in > 100 m of erosion since the 
1970s (Fig. 2B, C; Anderson et al. 2012). The 2005 
storm Gudrun is likely to have produced a substantial 

event-scale retreat (Suursaar et al. 2006; Tõnisson et 
al. 2008). The nearshore slope has a gentle gradient 
(0.4–0.7º) with an irregular, patchy seafloor (Figs 1 
and 2). South of the study area, a depositional coastal 
cell (sediment sink) is represented by a 1.6–km-long 
drift-aligned recurved sand spit enclosing a small bay 
(Fig. 1B; Anderson et al. 2012). This downdrift depo-
sitional segment receives sand eroded from the study 
site and is fronted by several longshore sandbars 
(length: 200–500 m; width: 30–60 m). This study 
focused on the 0.5-km-long, NE-facing Tõrvanina-
Paradiisiranna segment of the shoreline north of the 
transitional (fulcrum) point (Figs 1B and 2). This site 
is relatively sheltered from the prevailing westerly 
winds by the Tahkuna peninsula (Fig. 1B inset).

METHODS

The field surveys conducted in the fall of 2022 
included ground observations (Fig. 3) of erosional 
features, shallow coring at upper beachface/berm 
sites (gas-powered augering with observations of ex-
tracted samples), and sampling of representative sand 
compositions: “background” and heavy-mineral con-
centrations (HMCs). As it is not feasible to collect 
thin layers enriched with heavy minerals (HMC–) 
in any other way than by applying an adhesive tape 
technique, representative sand samples were collect-

Fig. 2 A) The 2023 digital terrain model of the southern Lehtma strandplain showing preserved segments of 2–5-m-high 
Holocene ridge sets (yellow-orange) and intervening swales and cleared fields (green; source: Maa-Amet, X-GIS, Esto-
nian Land Board). B) The sample shore-normal profile showing mean retreat rates between 1976 and 2009 (modified from 
Anderson et al. 2012). The projected shoreline position in 2022 (based on 3 m/yr retreat rate). C) The shoreline retreat 
over a 2010 orthophoto (from Anderson et al. 2012; following the color scheme of the authors)
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ed based on visual assessment. Sample A, which is 
quartz-rich sand representing “background” compo-
sition, was collected from a freshly excavated scarp 
face, 10 cm below the paleo-ridge surface. Sample 
B is a ~ 1-cm-thick HMC located 20 cm below Sam-
ple A (Fig. 3C). Sample C represents a 3–4-cm-thick 
layer on top of a thin berm exposed by a berm scarp 
(Fig. 3E). Bulk low-field magnetic susceptibility 
(MS) was measured on hand samples using a Barting-
ton MS3 meter with an MS2K sensor (0.93 KHz; see 
Buynevich et al. 2023 for methodology and recent 
comparative MS datasets from nearby strandplains).

RESULTS

Numerous pine trees are undercut or felled 
along the entire segment of the retreating shore-
line (Fig. 3A, B). Along the beachface, segments 
of stumps protrude from the sand, with many large 
trunks scattered in various orientations. Podzol soil 
and roots of still living trees are exposed along steep 
scarps (Fig. 3B). Some older sections of trunks and 
large stumps protrude through berm, beachface, and 
even shallow nearshore areas (Fig. 3A, B).

Extensive scarps are cut into paleo-beach/dune 

Fig. 3 Indicators of erosion: A) Multiple fallen trees over a narrow berm fronted by a low berm scarp. B) Undercut tree, 
with the root mass stabilizing an overhanging scarp (note stump remnants protruding through the berm and beachface). C) 
Section of a paleo-ridge scarp showing locations of samples A and B. D) Naturally exposed vertical scarp with numerous 
thin HMC layers. E) Upper section of a berm scarp with thick HMCs and location of sample C. F) Wide berm (nearly 
welded ridge) with thin HMCs fronting a paleo-ridge scarp. Field of view varies from north (A, B, F) to west (C, D, E). 
Key: ds – dune/beach ridge scarp; ar – aeolian ramp; bs – berm scarp; nb – narrow berm; wb – wide berm; bf – beachface; 
ψ – scarp gradient (degrees); heavy-mineral concentrations: HMC – = thin (< 0.5 cm), HMC = ~ 0.5–1.0 cm, HMC + = 
> 1.0 cm)
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ridges, with face angles (ψ) varying between 70–90º 
(Fig. 3C, D). Overhangs (ψ > 90º) are typically sup-
ported by tree root masses (Fig. 3B). Scarps, which 
are partially healed by aeolian ramps, have substan-
tially gentler gradients (Fig. 3A, F). Fresh scarp fac-
es expose a diverse suite of aeolian and upper berm 
sedimentary structures, with variable fractions of 
heavy minerals ranging from sub-millimeter (HMC–; 
Fig. 3D) to ~ 1 mm in thickness (Fig. 3C). These are 
fronted by recent berms ranging from < 1 m to > 10 m 
in width and covered by HMCs of variable thickness 
and extent (Fig  3A, B, E, F). The berms have sections 
with steep active scarps (ψ ~ 90º) at the water line, 
exposing woody debris and buried HMCs (Fig. 3E).

The sand samples consisted of well-sorted medi-
um-fine sand, with primarily ferrimagnetic (magnet-
ite) finer fraction (> 50% by volume in Sample C; 
Fig. 4A). Bulk low-field magnetic susceptibility (MS) 
values for samples A, B, and C were 6.6, 365.7, and 
8399.2 µSI, respectively (Fig. 4B). Coring through 
the upper beachface at several sites along the berm 
indicated that sand thickness is at least 2–3 m.

DISCUSSION

This study offers opportunity to examine a diverse 
suite of erosional indicators, which resulted from an-
thropogenically induced bypassing and erosion of the 

Fig. 4 Heavy-mineral concentrations: A) Photomicrograph of sample C showing abundant magnetite (M) in the finer frac-
tion, with medium-grained sand dominated by quartz (Q). B) Magnetic susceptibility values of the three Lehtma samples 
A, B, and C (this study) compared to those from the nearby Tahkuna (circles; see Fig. 1B) and Harilaid (triangles; H = 
modern berm sample) strandplains (from Buynevich et al. 2023)
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prograded coastal strandplain. The most prominent ero-
sional indicators are mature pine trees in different stag-
es of undercutting, toppling, fragmentation, and burial. 
Rapid erosion and retreat along the strandplains cov-
ered by mature forests results in a variety of attitudes 
(relative superposition), orientations, and preservation 
styles of tree trunks, stumps, and root masses. These 
produce a complex patchwork of roughness along the 
active beach and nearshore slope. Their impact ranges 
from stabilizing fresh scarps to producing areas of dep-
ositional shadows, and ultimately acting as erosional 
agents (ballistic impactors) when fragmented.

Two types of scarps present along the erosional 
re-entrant indicate the active process of the wave 
and, at times, sea ice impact on coastal morphology. 
Paleo-ridge scarps are primarily high (> 1m) verti-
cal faces of paleo-beach/dune ridges, which are likely 
several centuries old (Fig. 3B, C, D, F; Ratas et al. 
2011; Tõnisson et al. 2018; Buynevich et al. 2007a; 
2023). These function as backshore dune scarps, al-
though the relatively horizontal bedding (Fig. 3C, 
D) may be related to the upper berm accretion in the 
ridge section that experienced uplift. The current sec-
tion may be part of a relatively low beach-dune ridge. 
Some older paleo-dune ridge sets exceed 2–3 m in 
height (Fig. 2A) and are not currently exposed along 
the eroding section.

Some undercut scarps still retain root masses of liv-
ing or recently killed trees, so overhangs are common 
(Fig. 3B). In some areas, scarps are partially covered 
by aeolian ramps (Fig. 3A, F), which typically initi-
ates the nucleation of a new ridge. Berm scarps are 
lower (~ 0.5 m) features that result from erosion and 
undercutting of relict swales or fresh (active) berms 
(Fig. 3E). The latter are identified by having parts of 
recently toppled trees protruding from freshly depos-
ited sand (Fig. 3A, B), following ridge-and-runnel 
system migration during fairweather phases (Fig. 3F; 
Suursaar et al. 2013).

Heavy-mineral concentrations (HMCs) occurring 
both within relict beach/dune ridges (Fig. 3C) and 
within and on top of active berms (Fig. 3E) are the 
result of intense short-term (storm) or persistent long-
term reworking (Komar, Wang 1984; Smith, Jackson 
1990; Raukas et al. 1994; Buynevich et al. 2007b; 
Järvelill et al. 2015; Vilumaa et al. 2016; Pupienis 
et al. 2013, 2017). Besides thin (mm-scale) layers 
enriched with opaque minerals (primarily magnetite 
Fig. 3D), medium-to-thick (cm-scale) concentrations 
can be identified visually (Fig. 3C, E) and have high 
magnetic susceptibility values (Fig. 4).

Comparison to older sections of the nearby Tahku-
na strandplain (Fig. 1B for location) and historic ridg-
es at Harilaid (Saaremaa Island), shows similarity in 
MS values. The background relict ridge sand (Sam-
ple A) has very low values compared to the subjacent 

HMC (Sample B; Fig. 3C), which is similar to those 
at Harilaid (Fig. 4B; Buynevich et al. 2023). The 
most recent thick HMC (Sample C; Fig. 3E) is highly 
enriched with magnetite and has an MS value of > 
8000 µSI similar to that of the berm deposit measure 
in 2019 at an eroded section of Harilaid (Sample H; 
Fig. 4B). Therefore, the recent berm HMCs can be 
considered as a second-cycle enrichment by persist-
ent wave reworking in a regime of sediment deficit 
and longshore transport of lighter fraction (quartz, 
feldspar) in a southerly direction. These trends sug-
gest regional patterns in MS values that can be used 
for reconstructing the relative degree of sediment re-
working, as well as serve as strong reflections in geo-
physical (ground-penetrating radar [GPR]) images.

The results of field research and preliminary sedi-
ment analysis are integrated into a conceptual mor-
phosedimentary model (Fig. 5). The original relict 
strandplain is in a regime of rapid erosion and retreat, 
with formation of scarps (exposing relict HMCs; 
Fig. 3C) and tree toppling onto a flattened profile with 
minor HMC formation (Fig. 5A). Continuing erosion 
generates sections of overhanging scarps (ψ > 90º) in 
areas stabilized by in situ root masses (Fig. 3B), with 
overtopping possible by storm wave runup or aeo-
lian action (Fig. 5B). During fairweather stages that 
are common to this leeward coastal sector, sandbars 
(ridge-and-runnel systems) migrate onshore (Fig. 5B), 
eventually welding as berms of variable width (Figs 
5C and 3F). Fresh berms temporarily bury remnants 
of tree trunks and stumps, with ongoing erosion pro-
ducing fresh berm scarps (ψ ~ 90º) and second-cycle 
HMCs (Fig. 5C; 3E). In a hypothetical future phase, 
where a depositional front (fulcrum) may advance 
northward into the present study area, the active berm 
scarps may serve as nucleation sites for a new fore-
dune ridge (Fig. 5D).

It is the leeward aspect of the study area that al-
lows for intermittent periods of accretion to punctu-
ate the ongoing trend of coastal retreat (Anderson et 
al. 2012). If the above scenario of net progradation 
replaces the current trend (e.g., Jaagus, Kull 2011), 
many relict and recent features observed in this study 
(Fig. 3) will be buried through vertical accretion by 
wave action (swash zone) and wind transport (aeolian 
ramps and secondary dunes). For example, buried 
trees may be identified in trenches or cores.

Furthermore, segments of trunks and stumps will 
produce distinct diffraction patterns in geophysical 
(GPR) images (van Heteren et al. 1998; Buynevich 
et al. 2017). The buried dune and berm scarps can be 
identified as truncations and disconformities in trench-
es and GPR images (Buynevich et al. 2004, 2007b, 
2014; Dougherty et al. 2004; Vilumaa et al. 2016), 
especially where accentuated by heavy minerals. Sea-
ward of these, second-cycle HMCs along the buried 
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Fig. 5 Conceptual morphosedimentary model: A) Initial erosion and scarping of relict beach/dune ridge sets; B) Continu-
ing erosion, HMC burial and sandbar approach (ridge-and-runnel migration); C) Persistent erosion and second-cycle en-
richment (current condition); D) Burial and preservation of erosional indicators in a regime of progradation (a hypotheti-
cal scenario for the study site). Note that morphological (scarp disconformities), lithological (HMCs and /or gravel lag), 
and dendrological (tree trunks and stumps) indicators all produce specific subsurface anomalies that can be identified and 
mapped using trenches, multiple cores, or geophysical images. Dashed lines refer to the previous position of the shoreline 
or subsurface anomalies (HMCs) – (e.g., solid profile B is shown as a dashed line in C). MSL – mean sea level

berms will similarly serve as distinct sedimentologi-
cal and geophysical anomalies. Furthermore, their 
position and extent are important for an optical lu-
minescence sampling strategy (Tamura et al. 2019; 
Buynevich et al. 2023).

Our study documents modern analogues of ero-
sional indicators, which may be encountered in older 

sections of coastal strandplains along the Baltic Sea 
coast (Jarmalavičius et al. 2016; Muru et al. 2018; 
Tõnisson et al. 2018; Kelpšaite-Rimkiene et al. 2021) 
and similar forested shorelines worldwide that are 
now faced with the rising sea level and shifting storm-
iness patterns (Bilj et al. 1999; FitzGerald et al. 2008; 
Clarke, Rendell 2009; Tamura et al. 2019).
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CONCLUSIONS

Our study demonstrates the importance of field 
observations and sampling as a means of capturing 
the morphosedimentary aspects along a highly dy-
namic shoreline. The following conclusions have the 
potential for future studies along the coastal strand-
plains characterized by heterogeneous lithology and 
vegetation cover:

1) Erosion of heavily forested strandplains results 
in a diverse suite of preservation of tree trunks and 
stumps, which add complexity to erosional-deposi-
tional patterns along an active beach and nearshore 
areas.

2) The leeward position of the study site causes 
depositional fairweather phases to alternate with ero-
sion caused by anthropogenically induced sediment 
deficit.

3) Lithological anomalies, such as heavy-mineral 
concentrations provide important information about 
the hydrodynamic conditions, as well as serve as vis-
ual and geophysical indicators.

4) Second-cycle lag formation (gravel and HMC 
enrichment) adjacent to relict HMCs results in com-
pound paleo-surfaces, if buried by subsequent wave 
or wind action.

5) Magnetic susceptibility values of Lehtma sam-
ples vary from background concentration common to 
late Holocene sections of the nearby Tahkuna strand-
plain, to mineralogical anomalies similar to other 
sites (e.g., Harilaid, Saaremaa).

6) Interpretation of buried anomalies in trenches, 
cores, or geophysical (GPR) images must consider 
the erosional-depositional scenarios exemplified by 
the present study.

7) The present approach can be used to character-
ize the extent and preservation potential of erosional 
indicators along other parts of the Baltic Sea coast 
and forested sandy shorelines worldwide.
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